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A visual exploration of the world's
most extraordinary and inspiring
concrete architecture - in a stylish
and compact format. "Yes, concrete can
be cold and imposing - but as the
structures in the book attest, it can
also be colourful, playful, and
delicate." —Wall Street Journal In this
new, reimagined, and easy-to-use
stylish size, Concrete takes a fresh
look at the world's most versatile and
abundant building material. Collating
fascinating and beautiful concrete
buildings by some of the most
celebrated architects of the last
century, it features familiar projects
from Le Corbusier and Frank Lloyd
Wright alongside work from some of the
leading lights of contemporary
architecture including Zaha Hadid,
Herzog & de Meuron, and many lesserknown newcomers.
Stretching south from 47th Street to
the Midway Plaisance and east from
Washington Park to the lake’s shore,
the historic neighborhood of Hyde
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Park—Kenwood covers nearly two square
miles of Chicago’s south side. At one
time a wealthy township outside of the
city, this neighborhood has been home
to Chicago’s elite for more than one
hundred and fifty years, counting among
its residents presidents and
politicians, scholars, athletes, and
fiery religious leaders. Known today
for the grand mansions, stately row
houses, and elegant apartments that
these notables called home, Hyde
Park—Kenwood is still one of Chicago’s
most prominent locales. Physically
shaped by the Columbian Exposition of
1893 and by the efforts of some of the
greatest architects of the nineteenth
and twentieth centuries—including
Daniel Burnham, Frank Lloyd Wright,
Mies Van Der Rohe—this area hosts some
of the city’s most spectacular
architecture amid lush green space.
Tree-lined streets give way to the
impressive neogothic buildings that
mark the campus of the University of
Chicago, and some of the Jazz Age’s
swankiest high-rises offer spectacular
views of the water and distant downtown
skyline. In Chicago’s Historic Hyde
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Park, Susan O’Connor Davis offers
readers a biography of this
distinguished neighborhood, from house
to home, and from architect to
resident. Along the way, she weaves a
fascinating tapestry, describing Hyde
Park—Kenwood’s most celebrated
structures from the time of Lincoln
through the racial upheaval and
destructive urban renewal of the 1940s,
50s, and 60s into the preservationist
movement of the last thirty-five years.
Coupled with hundreds of historical
photographs, drawings, and current
views, Davis recounts the life stories
of these gorgeous buildings—and of the
astounding talents that built them.
This is architectural history at its
best.
Encompassing nearly 2,000 years of
heists and tunnel jobs, break-ins and
escapes, A Burglar's Guide to the City
offers an unexpected blueprint to the
criminal possibilities in the world all
around us. You'll never see the city
the same way again. At the core of A
Burglar's Guide to the City is an
unexpected and thrilling insight: how
any building transforms when seen
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through the eyes of someone hoping to
break into it. Studying architecture
the way a burglar would, Geoff Manaugh
takes readers through walls, down
elevator shafts, into panic rooms, up
to the buried vaults of banks, and out
across the rooftops of an unsuspecting
city. With the help of FBI Special
Agents, reformed bank robbers, private
security consultants, the L.A.P.D. Air
Support Division, and architects past
and present, the book dissects the
built environment from both sides of
the law. Whether picking padlocks or
climbing the walls of high-rise
apartments, finding gaps in a museum's
surveillance routine or discussing home
invasions in ancient Rome, A Burglar's
Guide to the City has the tools, the
tales, and the x-ray vision you need to
see architecture as nothing more than
an obstacle that can be outwitted and
undercut. Full of real-life heists-both
spectacular and absurd-A Burglar's
Guide to the City ensures readers will
never enter a bank again without
imagining how to loot the vault or walk
down the street without planning the
perfect getaway.
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Explores the homogenization of American
culture and the impact of the fast food
industry on modern-day health, economy,
politics, popular culture,
entertainment, and food production.
Reading Venice with Daniele Barbaro and
Andrea Palladio
Dream Baby Dream
Red Lines, Black Spaces
California Contemporary
The Texture of Memory
A Guide to African American Wellness
A Critique of an American Genre
California CrazyAmerican Pop Architecture
This compelling book offers a new paradigm
for the periodization of the arts, one that
counters a prevailing Italianate bias among
historians of northern Europe of this era.
The years after 1500 brought the
construction of several iconic Late Gothic
monuments, including the transept facades
of Beauvais cathedral in northern France,
much of King's College in Cambridge,
England, and the parish church at Annaberg
in Saxony. Most designers and patrons
preferred this elite Gothic style, which was
considered fashionable and highly refined,
to alternative Italianate styles. Ethan Matt
Kavaler connects Gothic architecture to
related developments in painting and other
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media, and considers the consequences of
the breakdown of the Gothic system in the
early 16th century. Late Gothic architecture
is recognized for its sensuous and abundant
ornament. Its visually rich surfaces signify
wealth and magnificence, and its
flamboyant geometric designs portray a
system of perfect and essential forms that
convey spiritual authority, while often
serving as signs of personal or corporate
identity. Renaissance Gothic presents a
groundbreaking and detailed study of the
Gothic architecture of the late 15th and
16th centuries across Europe.
An Eames Anthology collects for the first
time the writings of the esteemed American
architects and designers Charles and Ray
Eames, illuminating their marriage and
professional partnership of fifty years. More
than 120 primary-source documents and
200 illustrations highlight iconic projects
such as the Case Study Houses and the
molded plywood chair, as well as their work
for major corporations as both designers
(Herman Miller, Vitra) and consultants (IBM,
Polaroid). Previously unpublished materials
appear alongside published writings by and
about the Eameses and their work, lending
new insight into their creative process.
Correspondence with such luminaries as
Richard Neutra and Eero Saarinen provides
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a personal glimpse into the advance of
modernity in mid-century America.
A curated collection of Postmodern
architecture in all its glorious array of vivid
non-conformity This unprecedented book
takes its subtitle from Postmodernist icon
Robert Venturi's spirited response to Mies
van der Rohe's dictum that 'less is more'.
One of the 20th century's most
controversial styles, Postmodernism began
in the 1970s, reached a fever pitch of
eclectic non-conformity in the 1980s and
90s, and after nearly 40 years is now
enjoying a newfound popularity.
Postmodern Architecture showcases
examples of the movement in a rainbow of
hues and forms from around the globe.
Reclaiming Our Health
Los Angeles
The Golden Age of Advertising-- the 50s
A Reader
The Purple Decades
California Crazy. Roadside Vernacular
Architecture
Louisiana Plantations in 1926
This volume presents over 200 selected original
artworks from the collection of Betsy Beinecke Shirley,
one of the great collectors of American children's
literature. Shirley gathered an authoritative collection
of books, original illustrations, manuscripts, as well as
drawings and paintings from such children's classics as
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''Treasure Island'' and ''Eloise.'' The artwork in Shirley's
collection guides the reader on a tour through the
stages of childhood reading, this volume begins with
ABC's and nursery books. It continues through
adventure stories, magazines, and more, then
concludes with a miscellany section of odds and ends.
The images demonstrate how children's books evolved,
from the nation's first days of independence to modern
times. Artists whose works are represented include
many of the favorites, among them Ludwig
Bemelmans, Maurice Sendak, A.B. Frost, Wanda Gag,
Peter Newell, N.C. Wyeth, Tony Sarg, Robert Lawson,
and Johnny Gruelle.
National Bestseller "A landmark and long-overdue
cultural history." —Vogue The stylish, wild story of the
marriage of Dennis Hopper and Brooke Hayward—a
tale of love, art, Hollywood, and heartbreak “Those
years in the sixties when I was married to Dennis were
the most wonderful and awful of my life.” —Brooke
Hayward Los Angeles in the 1960s: riots in Watts and
on the Sunset Strip, wild weekends in Malibu, late
nights at The Daisy discotheque, openings at the Ferus
Gallery, and the convergence of pop art, rock and roll,
and the New Hollywood. At the center of it all, one
inspired, improbable, and highly combustible
couple—Dennis Hopper and Brooke Hayward—lived out
the emblematic love story of ’60s L.A. The home these
two glamorous young actors created for themselves
and their family at 1712 North Crescent Heights
Boulevard in the Hollywood Hills became the era’s
unofficial living room, a kaleidoscopic
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realm—“furnished like an amusement park,” Andy
Warhol said—that made an impact on anyone who ever
stepped into it. Hopper and Hayward, vanguard
collectors of contemporary art, packed the place with
pop masterpieces by the likes of Roy Lichtenstein, Ed
Ruscha, and Warhol, and welcomed a who’s who of
visitors, from Jane Fonda to Jasper Johns, Joan Didion to
Tina Turner, Hells Angels to Black Panthers. In this
house, everything that defined the 1960s went down:
the fun, the decadence, the radical politics, and,
ultimately, the danger and instability that Hopper
explored in the project that made his career, became
the cinematic symbol of the period, and blew their
union apart—Easy Rider. Everybody Thought We Were
Crazy is at once a fascinating account of the Hopper
and Hayward union and a deeply researched,
panoramic cultural history. It’s the intimate saga of one
couple whose own rise and fall—from youthful creative
flowering to disorder and chaos—mirrors the very
shape of the decade.
Featuring more than 500 ads from the Jim Heimann
Collection, this collection of fashion advertisements
spanning 1900 to 1999 gives readers a stylish
retrospective on the century that defined, redefined,
and reinterpreted fashion.
Second in a series of books featuring advertising by
era, All-American Ads of the 50s offers page after page
of products that made up the happy-days decade. The
start of the cold war spurred a buying frenzy and a
craze for new technology that required ad campaigns
to match. The nuclear age left its mark all over the
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advertisements, with a spotlight on planes, rockets,
and even mushroom clouds. Shiny, big, beautiful cars
abound, styled to keep up with the space age. Editor
Jim Heimann, in his essay "From Poodles to Presley,
Americans Enter the Atomic Age," explains: "Car
designers came up with exaggerated tail fins for
automobiles to express this new accelerated speed."
Modernist home interiors look slick and shiny with their
molded plastic furniture and linoleum floors. While
clothing and furniture styles look strangely
contemporary--a testament to our current obsession
with vintage--some things have definitely changed. A
baby sells Marlboro cigarettes! Also included are
chapters on movies, food, and travel. --J.P. Cohen.
Holocaust Memorials and Meaning
Los Angeles Art, 1945-1980
Dennis Hopper, Brooke Hayward, and 1960s Los
Angeles
A Search for Living Architecture
Rise
The House and the Land
An Eames Anthology

The stunning houses of Grant Kirkpatrick and his firm, KAA
Design, exemplify why so many of us look to Southern
California as the pinnacle of sophisticated modern living.
Two dozen magnificent custom homes,modern in style, are
built of sensuous materials and sited to make the most of
nature, views, and sunlight. This collection of visionary
residences, shown in gorgeous photographs and colorful
drawings, represents the California Dream, by an architect
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chosen by celebrities including Tom Hanks and Rita Wilson,
Matt Damon, and Julia Louis-Dreyfus, for their personal
retreats. Kirkpatrick offers his reflections on these beautiful
projectsand the design strategies behind their creation.
A sumptuous monograph tracing the life and legacy of
fashion luminary Oscar de la Renta. In October 2014 one
of the fashion world’s champions, Oscar de la Renta,
passed away, a great loss brightened by the innumerable
successes of his half-century reign. The acclaimed fashion
designer dressed first ladies from Kennedy to Obama, and
celebrities from Beyoncé to Sarah Jessica Parker.
Renowned for his unique charm, impeccable taste, and
original lifestyle, he married the highest standards of French
couture with the ultimate motivation that women must look
and feel beautiful. In this intimate volume, longtime editor
and friend André Leon Talley recounts de la Renta’s
journey through nearly 70 iconic dresses, mainly made for
private clients, accompanied by fascinating stories of the
exquisite craftsmanship and the legendary friends that
brought each gown to life. Born in the Dominican Republic
in 1932, de la Renta left for Madrid at nineteen to study art,
where he rose to prominence as a sketch artist for
newspapers and fashion houses. From his apprenticeship
under Cristóbal Balenciaga to his eponymous collections,
the designer’s simple lines elevated with a flamenco
dancer’s flourish reflect his deep connection to his roots
and his commitment to transcendence through beautiful
garments.
"Hip, entertaining...imaginative."—Kirkus, starred review
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*"Essential." —Min Jin Lee * "A Herculean effort."—Lisa
Ling * "A must-read."—Ijeoma Oluo * "Get two
copies."—Shea Serrano * "A book we've needed for ages."
—Celeste Ng * "Accessible, informative, and fun." —Cathy
Park Hong * "This book has serious substance...Also, I'm in
it."—Ronny Chieng RISE is a love letter to and for Asian
Americans--a vivid scrapbook of voices, emotions, and
memories from an era in which our culture was forged and
transformed, and a way to preserve both the headlines and
the intimate conversations that have shaped our community
into who we are today. When the Hart-Celler Act passed in
1965, opening up US immigration to non-Europeans, it
ushered in a whole new era. But even to the first generation
of Asian Americans born in the US after that milestone, it
would have been impossible to imagine that sushi and boba
would one day be beloved by all, that a Korean boy band
named BTS would be the biggest musical act in the world,
that one of the most acclaimed and popular movies of 2018
would be Crazy Rich Asians, or that we would have an Asian
American Vice President. And that’s not even mentioning
the creators, performers, entrepreneurs, execs and
influencers who've been making all this happen, behind the
scenes and on the screen; or the activists and representatives
continuing to fight for equity, building coalitions and
defiantly holding space for our voices and concerns. And
still: Asian America is just getting started. The timing could
not be better for this intimate, eye-opening, and frequently
hilarious guided tour through the pop-cultural touchstones
and sociopolitical shifts of the 1990s, 2000s, 2010s, and
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beyond. Jeff Yang, Phil Yu, and Philip Wang chronicle how
we’ve arrived at today’s unprecedented diversity of Asian
American cultural representation through engaging,
interactive infographics (including a step-by-step guide to a
night out in K-Town, an atlas that unearths historic Asian
American landmarks, a handy “Appreciation or
Appropriation?” flowchart, and visual celebrations of both
our "founding fathers and mothers" and the nostalgiainducing personalities of each decade), plus illustrations and
graphic essays from major AAPI artists, exclusive
roundtables with Asian American cultural icons, and more,
anchored by extended insider narratives of each decade by
the three co-authors. Rise is an informative, lively, and
inclusive celebration of both shared experiences and singular
moments, and all the different ways in which we have chosen
to come together.
La vague parfaite sous l' il de la caméra. Le surf connut
ses premières heures de gloire continentale dans les
années 1950, sur la c te californienne, où il se mua
rapidement en un véritable " style de vie " avant d'être
admiré puis exporté aux quatre coins du globe. Le
photographe sportif LeRoy Grannis fut l'un des principaux
témoins et acteurs de cette génération : surfeur depuis
1931, il commen a à fixer sur la pellicule le quotidien des
surfeurs californiens et hawa ens au début des années
1960. Cette impressionnante collection de photos tirées des
archives personnelles de l'auteur nous dévoile toute une
palette d'impressions et de souvenirs de ces petits ou grands
événements qui ont écrit l'histoire du surf, depuis les
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premiers ballets élégants des longboarders de San Onofre
jusqu'aux prouesses des casse-cou d'Oahu, sur la c te nord
d'Hawa . Tout aussi remarquables sont ses précieux
témoignages iconographiques sur la naissance d'un style de
vie propre au surf - ici, un stomp improvisé en marge d'une
compétition, là un pick-up Chevy bondé de planches
sur la Pacific Coast Highway -, incarnations de l'esprit de
liberté de cette époque dorée qui s'est achevée avec la
révolution du shortboard et la mainmise du vedettariat sur
une discipline jusque-là réservée à un cercle de
gentlemen.
A Pop History of Asian America from the Nineties to Now
Leroy Grannis
Drawn to Enchant
Original Children's Book Art in the Betsy Beinecke Shirley
Collection
Both Sides of Sunset
Concrete (Mini Format)
Venice and Vitruvius
"This volume is published for the occasion of the Getty's
citywide grant initiative Pacific Standard Time: Art in Los
Angeles 1945-1980 and accompanies the exhibition Pacific
Standard Time: Crosscurrents in L.A. Painting and Sculpture
1950- 1970, held at the J. Paul Getty Museum, Los Angeles."
Shows gas stations, cafes, businesses, and roadside stands in
California designed to look like giant animals, machinery,
and objects, as well as foreign architecture.
The Purple Decades brings together the author's own
selections from his list of critically acclaimed publications,
including the complete text of Mau-Mauing and the Flak
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Catchers, his account of the wild games the poverty program
encouraged minority groups to play.
A compelling survey of Texas houses that draw both on the
heritage of pioneer ranches and on the twentieth-century
design principles of modernism. Helen Thompson and Casey
Dunn, the writer/photographer team that produced the
exceptionally successful Marfa Modern, join forces again to
investigate Texas modernism. The juxtaposition of the sleek
European forms with a gritty Texas spirit generated a unique
brand of modernism that is very basic to the culture of the
state today. Its roots are in the early Texas pioneer houses,
whose long, low profiles express an efficiency that is basic to
the modern idiom. This Texas-centric style is focused on the
relationship of the house to the site, the materials it is made
of--most often local stone and wood--and the way the
building functions in the harsh Texas climate. Dallas
architect David R. Williams was the first to combine
modernism with Texas regionalism in the 1930s, and his
legacy was sustained by his protégé O'Neil Ford, who
practiced in San Antonio from the late 1930s until his death
in the mid 1970s. Their approach is seen today in the work
of Lake/Flato Architects and a new generation of designers
who have emerged from that distinguished firm and
continue to elegantly merge modernism with the vocabulary
of the Texas ranching heritage. Twenty houses are included
from across the state, with examples in major urban centers
like Dallas and Austin and in suburban and rural areas,
including a number in the evocative Hill Country.
Articles, Film Scripts, Interviews, Letters, Notes, and
Speeches
Oscar de la Renta
Sarah
Texas Made/Texas Modern
American Pop Architecture
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California Crazy
Everybody Thought We Were Crazy
This unique book documents the work and lives of two 20th-century
architects, Lina Bo Bardi and Albert Frey, whose shared beliefs
anticipated today's architectural principles of integration among
humans, earth, and the built environment. This book proposes a
dialogue between two key 20th-century architects, Albert Frey and
Lina Bo Bardi. Frey moved from Switzerland to the U.S. in the early
1930s and Bo Bardi emigrated from Italy to Brazil after the end of
World War II. While they never met, their intellectual odysseys
overlapped. Both fostered the integration among architecture,
landscape, and people, helping transform the architectural culture in
their adoptive countries. Their design affinities converged in the notion
of a living architecture, evident in their publications and the projects
featured here. Frey, a pioneer of "desert modernism" in southern
California, embraced the landscape and experimented with materials
to create elegantly detailed structures. Bo Bardi produced idiosyncratic
works that strove to merge modern and traditional vocabularies in an
architecture conceived as a stage for everyday life. Placing these
architects side by side, the authors explore modern architecture
through cross-cultural exchanges and unveil meaningful, though little
known, architectural dialogues across cultures and continents.
This is a memoir presented in an anthological - like format; in other
words, a collection of short stories, on the life of the author. It starts
when he was growing up in the Philippine countryside of Ilocos Sur
province. Just like a normal kid, he played with his friends, did crazy
things, went to school and moved to Manila, for his college education.
He got married while in fifth year college, but still graduated on time.
This book relates his struggles, failures, as well as successes, including
his coming to America. Searching for the American Dream was no
picnic either, but with perseverance, he achieved some of them in
modest ways. Foreigners planning to immigrate to the great ol' USA
could get glimpses, on what it takes, to come and live in America.
At the dawn of the automobile age, Americans' predilection for
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wanderlust prompted a new wave of inventive entrepreneurs to cater
to this new mode of transportation. Starting in the 1920s, attentiongrabbing buildings began to appear that would draw in passing drivers
for snacks, provisions, souvenirs, or a quick meal. The architectural
establishment of the day dismissed these roadside buildings as
"monstrosities". Yet, they flourished, especially along America's
Sunbelt, and in particular, in Southern California, as proprietors
indulged their creative impulses in the form of giant, eccentric
constructions -- from owls, dolls, pigs, and ships, to coffee pots and
fruit. Their symbolic intent was guileless, yet they were marginalized
by history. But, over the past 40 years, California's architectural
anomalies have regained their integrity, and are now being celebrated
in this freshly revised compendium of buildings, California Crazy.
Brimming with the best examples of this architectural genre,
California Crazy includes essays exploring the influences that fostered
the nascent architectural movement, as well as identifying the
unconventional landscapes and attitudes found on Los Angeles and
Hollywood roadsides which allowed these buildings to flourish in
profusion. In addition, California Crazy features David Gebhard's
definitive essay, which defined this vernacular movement almost forty
years ago. The California Crazy concept is expanded to include
domestic architecture, eccentric signage, and the automobile as a
fanciful object. "Combine a freethinking populace with a desire to
leave the past and reinvent itself, and a climate was created that
served as the perfect incubator for the outrageous and amazing." -Jim Heimann
One of the finest architectural photographers in America, Robert W.
Tebbs produced the first photographic survey of Louisiana's
plantations in 1926. From those images, now housed in the Louisiana
State Museum, and not widely available until now, 119 plates
showcasing fifty-two homes are featured here. Richard Anthony
Lewis explores Tebbs's life and career, situating his work along the
line of plantation imagery from nineteenth-century woodcuts and
paintings to later twentieth-century photographs by John Clarence
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Laughlin, among others. Providing the family lineage and construction
history of each home, Lewis discusses photographic techniques Tebbs
used in his alternating panoramic and detail views. A precise
documentarian, Tebbs also reveals a poetic sensibility in the plantation
photos. His frequent emphasis on aspects of decay, neglect,
incompleteness, and loss lends a wistful aura to many of the images -an effect compounded by the fact that many of the homes no longer
exist. This noticeable vacillation between objectivity and sentiment,
Lewis shows, suggests unfamiliarity and even discomfort with the
legacy of slavery. Poised on the brink of social and political reforms,
Louisiana in the mid-1920s had made significant strides away from
the slave-based agricultural economy that the plantation house often
symbolized. Tebbs's Louisiana plantation photographs capture a literal
and cultural past, reflecting a burgeoning national awareness of
historic preservation and presenting plantations to us anew. Select
plantations included: Ashland/Belle Helene, Avery Island, Belle
Chasse, Belmont, Butler-Greenwood, L'Hermitage, Oak Alley,
Parlange, René Beauregard House, Rosedown, Seven Oaks, Shadowson-the-Teche, The Shades, and Waverly.
California Crazy and Beyond
Chicago's Historic Hyde Park
Postmodern Architecture
Surf Photography of the 1960s and 1970s
Gone to America
A Burglar's Guide to the City
Pinocchio, the Tale of a Puppet
Los Angeles is a city of dualities--sunshine
and noir, coastline beaches and urban grit,
natural beauty and suburban sprawl, the
obvious and the hidden. Both Sides of Sunset:
Photographing Los Angeles reveals these
dualities and more, in images captured by
master photographers such as Bruce Davidson,
Lee Friedlander, Daido Moriyama, Julius
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Shulman and Garry Winogrand, as well as many
younger artists, among them Matthew Brandt,
Katy Grannan, Alex Israel, Lise Sarfati and
Ed Templeton, just to name a few. Taken
together, these individual views by more than
130 artists form a collective vision of a
place where myth and reality are often
indistinguishable. Spinning off the highly
acclaimed Looking at Los Angeles (Metropolis
Books, 2005), Both Sides of Sunset presents
an updated and equally unromantic vision of
this beloved and scorned metropolis. In the
years since the first book was published, the
artistic landscape of Los Angeles has
flourished and evolved. The extraordinary
Getty Museum project Pacific Standard Time:
Art in L.A. 1945-1980 focused global
attention on the city's artistic heritage,
and this interest has only continued to grow.
Both Sides of Sunset showcases many of the
artists featured in the original book--such
as Lewis Baltz, Catherine Opie, Stephen Shore
and James Welling--but also incorporates new
images that portray a city that is at once
unhinged and driven by irrepressible
exuberance. Proceeds from the sale of the
book will benefit Inner-City Arts--an oasis
of learning, achievement and creativity in
the heart of Los Angeles' Skid Row that
brings arts education to elementary, middle
and high school students.
Runyon Heights, a community in Yonkers, New
York, has been populated by middle-class
African Americans for nearly a century. This
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book—the first history of a black middleclass community—tells the story of Runyon
Heights, which sheds light on the process of
black suburbanization and the ways in which
residential development in the suburbs has
been shaped by race and class. Relying on
both interviews with residents and archival
research, Bruce D. Haynes describes the
progressive stages in the life of the
community and its inhabitants and the factors
that enabled it to form in the first place
and to develop solidarity, identity and
political consciousness. He shows how
residents came to recognize common political
interests within the community, how racial
consciousness provided an axis for social
solidarity as well as partial insulation from
racial slights, and how the suburb afforded
these middle-class residents a degree of
physical and social distance from the ghetto.
As Haynes explores the history of Runyon
Heights, we learn the ways in which its black
middle class dealt with the tensions between
the political interests of race and the
material interests of class.
Rise and sprawl. A pictorial history of the
City of Angels From the first known
photograph taken in Los Angeles to its most
recent sweeping vistas, this photographic
tribute to the City of Angels provides a
fascinating journey through the city's
cultural, political, industrial, and
sociological history. L.A. is shown in its
emergence from a desert wasteland to a vast
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palm-studded urban metropolis, beginning with
the 1880s' real estate boom, through the
early days of Hollywood, the urban sprawl of
the late 20th century, and right up to the
present day. About the series: Each compact
and dynamic volume in TASCHEN'sPortrait of a
City Piccolo series distills the vitality and
history of each city into a billet doux
packed with 150 photos accompanied by
informative captions and inspiring
quotations.
Pinocchio, The Tale of a Puppet follows the
adventures of a talking wooden puppet whose
nose grew longer whenever he told a lie and
who wanted more than anything else to become
a real boy.As carpenter Master Antonio begins
to carve a block of pinewood into a leg for
his table the log shouts out, "Don't strike
me too hard!" Frightened by the talking log,
Master Cherry does not know what to do until
his neighbor Geppetto drops by looking for a
piece of wood to build a marionette. Antonio
gives the block to Geppetto. And thus begins
the life of Pinocchio, the puppet that turns
into a boy.Pinocchio, The Tale of a Puppet is
a novel for children by Carlo Collodi is
about the mischievous adventures of
Pinocchio, an animated marionette, and his
poor father and woodcarver Geppetto. It is
considered a classic of children's literature
and has spawned many derivative works of art.
But this is not the story we've seen in film
but the original version full of harrowing
adventures faced by Pinnocchio. It includes
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40 illustrations.
GOOGIE
The Life of Sarah Bernhardt
Fast Food Nation
100 Ans de Pubs de Mode
The Dark Side of the All-American Meal
Roadside Vernacular Architecture
“An interactive and empowering book” to help
African American men and women create a new vision
of better health and navigate the health care system
(BET.com). According to the federal Office of
Minority Health, African Americans “are affected by
serious diseases and health conditions at far greater
rates than other Americans.” In fact, African
Americans suffer an estimated 85,000 excess deaths
every year from diseases we know how to prevent:
heart disease, stroke, cancer, high blood pressure,
and diabetes. In this important and accessible book,
Dr. Michelle Gourdine provides African Americans
with the knowledge and guidance they need to take
charge of their wellbeing. Reclaiming Our Health
begins with an overview of the primary health
concerns facing African Americans and explains who
is at greatest risk of illness. Expanding on her career
and life experiences as an African American
physician, Dr. Gourdine presents key insights into the
ways African American culture shapes health
choices—how beliefs, traditions, and values can
influence eating choices, exercise habits, and even
the decision to seek medical attention. She translates
extensive research into practical information and
presents readers with concrete steps for achieving a
healthier lifestyle, as well as strategies for navigating
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the health-care system. This interactive guide with
illustrations is a vital resource for every African
American on how to live a healthier and more
empowered life, and an indispensable handbook for
health-care providers, policy makers, and others
working to close the health gap among people of
color. Says Gourdine, “I wrote this book to empower
our community to solve our own health problems and
save our own lives.”
In der Folge der Automobilisierung entstanden an
den Straßenrändern Kaliforniens Gebäude, die mit
allen Mitteln um die Aufmerksamkeit der
vorbeifahrenden potenziellen Kundschaft warben:
Tankstellen in der Gestalt riesiger Flugzeuge,
Fotogeschäfte, die wie gigantische Kameras
aussahen, Motels, entsprungen einem bizarren
Paralleluniversum, das von David Lynch, Lewis
Carroll und einem spielenden Kind regiert wird, und
Imbissbuden und Restaurants, die alles, was sich
unterwegs rasch verspeisen und trinken lässt, in eine
irrwitzige Dimension aufbliesen: monströse Donuts
und Hotdogs, gigantische Kaffeetassen, Teekessel
und Sixpacks, Monsterschweine und Riesenfische.
Dazu zahllose bewirtschaftete Hunde und
Dinosaurier, die mag schließlich fast jeder. Eine
Freakshow des architektonischen Wildwuchses, die
für jeden Manufactum-Kunden ein Albtraum sein
mag, aber für alle, die im amerikanischen Suburbia
oder dem German-Satteldach-Horror des Reihen- und
Siedlungshauses aufgewachsen sind, eine Erlösung.
In dieser erweiterten Neuauflage von Jim Heimanns
Klassiker zur Pop-, Camp-, Fun- und TrashArchitektur an den Straßen Kaliforniens atmet der
Geist der Freiheit; nichts ist unmöglich, was nicht
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passt, wird passend gemacht. Mit einer Vielzahl
neuer Bilder vergessener Tempel des abseitigen
Geschmacks ist dieser Band eine Fundgrube für Fans
von Novelty-Architektur und ein tiefer Blick ins
Gemüt einer naiv-autoverrückten Gesellschaft.
Everything about Sarah Bernhardt is fascinating,
from her obscure birth to her glorious
career--redefining the very nature of her art--to her
amazing (and highly public) romantic life, to her
indomitable spirit. Well into her seventies, after the
amputation of her leg, she was performing under
bombardment for soldiers during World War I and
toured America for the ninth time. Though the
Bernhardt literature is vast, this is the first Englishlanguage biography to appear in decades, tracking
the trajectory through which an illegitimate--and
scandalous--daughter of a Jewish courtesan
transformed herself into the most famous actress who
ever lived, and into a national icon, a symbol of
France.--From publisher description.
The story told by the photographs in "California
Surfing and Climbing in the Fifties "takes place
against the larger backdrop of postwar America:
Truman and Eisenhower, the Korean War, the Cold
War and the Red Scare. Young people were
embracing new symbols of non-conformity: Elvis
Presley, Jack Kerouac, Marlon Brando and James
Dean. All along the California coast, surfing became
popular as heavy balsawood boards were replaced
with lightweight ones crafted from polyurethane
foam, fiberglass and resin. Meanwhile, climbers
descended on Tahquitz Rock in the south and
Yosemite Valley to the north to test handcrafted
equipment that would set new standards for safety,
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technique and performance. The photographs in this
volume include images of legendary surfers such as
Joe Quigg, Tom Zahn, Dale Velzy and Renny Yater, in
locations such as Rincon, Malibu, South Bay, Laguna
and San Onofre; and famous climbers such as Warren
Harding, Royal Robbins and Wayne Merry among
others, photographed mostly in the Yosemite Valley
by the likes of Bob Swift, Alan Steck, Jerry Gallwas
and Frank Hoover. Soaked in surf, sun and
adrenaline, the photographs in "California Surfing
and Climbing in the Fifties" depict the birth of an era
and an exhilarating moment in Californian history.
Less is a Bore
Winter Interlude
Architecture and the Arts in Northern Europe,
1470-1540
Albert Frey and Lina Bo Bardi
California Surfing and Climbing in the Fifties
Robert W. Tebbs, Photographer to Architects
Photographing Los Angeles
The study of electoral realignments is one of
the most influential and intellectually
stimulating enterprises undertaken by
American political scientists. Realignment
theory has been seen as a science able to
predict changes, and generations of students,
journalists, pundits, and political
scientists have been trained to be on the
lookout for “signs” of new electoral
realignments. Now a major political scientist
argues that the essential claims of
realignment theory are wrong—that American
elections, parties, and policymaking are not
(and never were) reconfigured according to
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the realignment calendar. David Mayhew
examines fifteen key empirical claims of
realignment theory in detail and shows us why
each in turn does not hold up under scrutiny.
It is time, he insists, to open the field to
new ideas. We might, for example, adopt a
more nominalistic, skeptical way of thinking
about American elections that highlights
contingency, short-term election strategies,
and valence issues. Or we might examine such
broad topics as bellicosity in early American
history, or racial questions in much of our
electoral history. But we must move on from
an old orthodoxy and failed model of
illumination.
Dotyczy m. in. Polski.
Do you remember your mother telling you when
you were little that you'd never meet Mr.
Right if you were spending all your time and
energy with Mr. Wrong? And what about the
book out a few years ago that created such a
hoopla with the single crowd – He's Just Not
That Into You? The two main characters in
Winter Interlude either didn't heed their
mother's advice or haven't read the book.
Now, add into the plot that the two in
question are enemies who regularly run into
each other, given their current
relationships. Paul Morrison, a hunky, blond,
financial planner, has been putting time and
energy into winning the heart of Kate
Winter's best friend for almost as long as
Kate, a strong willed antiques dealer, has
been dating James Morrison, Paul's brother.
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The sparks start to fly when the two get
stuck together for a three-hour drive to the
mountains and years of misconceptions about
each other are slowly being wiped out. It is
in the confines of the BMW that the two begin
their journey, taking them from being mortal
enemies to lovers. Winter Interlude tells the
story of their adventure – of how they
finally find love. Kate and Paul's story is
the first one in a series of four friends
caught in a time warp. They can't move on
because they are stuck on their idea of their
perfect dreams. But sometimes life works in
mysterious ways and they are all forced by
circumstances to change.Show More Show Less
“A breath of fresh air . . . the vision is
deeply imagined, very complete and controlled
. . . Gibson is truly brilliant.”—Washington
Times magazine From a true master of science
fiction comes a collection of short stories
that show how, no matter the length, Gibson
is one of the greatest writers working today.
Known for his seminal science fiction novel
Neuromancer, and for the acclaimed books
Pattern Recognition, The Peripheral, and
Agency, William Gibson is actually best when
writing short fiction. Tautly written and
suspenseful, Burning Chrome collects 10 short
stories, including some written with Bruce
Sterling, John Shirley, and Michael Swanwick,
and with a preface from Bruce Sterling, now
available for the first time in trade
paperback. These brilliant, high-resolution
stories show Gibson’s characters and
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intensely realized worlds at their absolute
best, from the chip-enhanced couriers of
“Johnny Mnemonic” to the street-tech
melancholy of “Burning Chrome.”
Pacific Standard Time
The Politics of Race and Space in a Black
Middle-Class Suburb
His Legendary World of Style
Burning Chrome
Renaissance Gothic
Love Me Gently
Electoral Realignments

This first monograph on Jimmy Marble
showcases his fresh, colorful, and playful
photography in a covetable book form.
What happens when Cooper, a newly adopted
puppy, takes up residence in Henry's home? The
little pooch sure is adorable, but who knew he
had so much to learn! Love Me Gently is a kid's
guide to man's best friend. It captures the
everyday challenges of raising a pup through a
child's eye. But who is teaching who? Henry may
be coaching Cooper, but he is also discovering
valuable lessons about responsibility,
unconditional love, patience, and kindness along
the way!
In about 35-25 B.C.E., the Roman architect
Vitruvius produced his encyclopedic ten-book
summary of the principles of Hellenistic
architecture, De architectura (On Architecture).
These ideas have stimulated architects ever
since. In the mid-16th century, the architect
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Andrea Palladio (1508-1580) and the humanist
Daniele Barbaro (1513-1570) looked to the city of
Venice in order to understand and interpret
Vitruvius's text - still in need of clarification which would enable them to solve contemporary
architectural problems. They found in the city's
medieval and Renaissance streets, palaces,
churches, and towers living principles that
enabled them to interpret the ancient principles.
By 1556, Barbaro had incorporated their
observations into his "Commentaries" on
Vitruvius, and two distinctly new editions for
different audiences followed a decade later.
Margaret D'Evelyn has gathered evidence to
document how Palladio's understanding of
Vitruvius influenced Barbaro. This engrossing
volume also charts the invention of the
illustrated architectural book and how major
architect-authors, such as Leon Battista Alberti
and Sebastiano Serlio, contributed to its
development - demonstrating how Vitruvius
shaped the way the city of Venice was viewed.
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